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Presentation Notes
How many of you have a vague idea of who and what is the Standards Oversight Council?How many of you have commented on draft standards?How many of you have participated on a SOC team? – minus the permeable pavement standard?



An inter-agency effort used to develop 
high-quality technical standards used 

across Wisconsin’s conservation programs. 
 

Focus on technical not political. 
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Presentation Notes
SOC’s role:Inter-agency effort to develop uniform standards used by all agencies in conservation programs across the state.  DNR and NRCS are legal custodians of standards, but they use or reference each other’s standards, and DATCP references both agency’s standards.  Before this process was created, the various agencies were developing their own standards and landowners/developers were confused about which standards they had to follow. With SOC, the agencies work together with other technicians, including private sector engineers, municipal reviewers, farmers, or who ever else has pertinent technical experience to produce the most appropriate and best standard possible. Shared ownership in the process and product.Agency interaction & collaborationPro-active approach, distributed workload, comprehensive process for collecting feedback.



 

• Science-based documents 
stating minimum criteria to 
meet a predicted benefit 
 

• For a technical audience 
 

• Published and maintained by 
DNR & NRCS 
 

• Referenced in many 
government programs and   
administrative rules 

 

Bioretention for infiltration 

Wet Detention Pond 
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Science-based and technical.  There is an agreed upon format, yet it remains flexible.  Even once a standard is published, variances can always be requested. Reviewers are aware that site conditions are always a factor and you cannot have a cookie cutter approach to one conservation practice.  Therefore, variances can be requested by the custodian (DNR/NRCS) of the standard.  DNR storm water construction and post-construction standards – revised when new research or field experience is known that will improve the functionality of the standard. NRCS agricultural and land management standards – revised at least every 5 years; state standards must comply with national standards.Standards are referenced in many state and federal cost-share programs. Each agency has various soil and water cost-share programs and rules. These agencies have different mandates, different program goals, and varying policies and often programs that have overlapping goals.  SOC attempts to create concensus among the agencies to establish a single technical standard.



Water Quality Standards – NR 102 

Nonpoint Performance Standards / Prohibitions 
NR 151 - Expectations for land manager or developer 

 

Technical Standards for Best Mgmt. Practices (BMP) 
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NR 102 – water quality standards for surface watersNR 151 – TSS and infiltration performance standards, etcTechnical standards are…. Science-based, technical documents that specify minimum criteria for a conservation practice (or bmp) to provide a predicted benefit to soil & water resources.  May include:Planning requirementsPerformance expectationsDesign parametersInstallation limitationsOperation & maintenanceIncorporated into federal, state, and local programs, that apply to range of people – land owners, developers, engineers, contractors, municipal reviewers, etc.Examples: Detention Ponds, Mulching, Sediment Basin, Permeable PavementThese practice standards often are referenced in local ordinances or state rules as guidance for reaching specific performance standards, like construction site or infiltration performance standards in NR 151, Runoff management.Those performance standards are linked to the state water quality standards. 



1. Collect data, input from tech standard users 
• Biennial Technical Standards Needs survey  

• Next one occurs in summer of 2015! 
 

2. Prioritize standards for development or revision 
 

3. Determine project scope and select process 
• Full Process – new standard or major revisions 
• EZ Process – time sensitive, limited use, minimal impact 
• Minor Process – minimal changes 

 
4. Create 2-year Work Plan 
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Every two years, the Council compiles data and input they’ve received about which standards are working or need improvement, what research has been updated, what new technology is available, what is the industry doing and promoting.  The agencies also provide input on what programs are being updated and what resources do they have for accomplishing projects.  We also conduct a biennial survey that is intended to go out to all technical standard users for input on which standards need to be updated.  �The last survey was conducted in 2013 and was completed by more than 60 individuals across the state.  The Council then uses this information to prioritize which standards will be updated in the next year to two years. Limited time and resources, as well as the survey results and input from across the state, play a role in prioritizing projectsIf you think something isn’t working, then you need to share your experience and expertise and let us know.  Constructive comments provide concrete suggestions on how to improve the standards. With this information, we created the 2014 – 2016 Work Plan, which I’m going to share part of with you. Work Plan includes which standards, the extent of the revision, and timeline for beginning the project. SOC-Full Process. The Full Process is used to develop a new technical standard or make major revisions to an existing technical standard. A major revision is defined as any revision to an existing technical standard that will significantly alter the planning criteria, performance expectations, or design parameters. SOC-EZ Process. The EZ Process is more simplified and less time consuming… This process is used if the Custodian and Council define the project as meeting one of the following criteria:Limited Use: the standard is not likely to be used by other agencies or organizations;Time Sensitive: the Custodian requests a timely completion due to programmatic reasons beyond its immediate control;Minimal Impact: the revision would have minimal impact on the users of the standard; orLimited Resources: available resources are too limited to support the Full Process.3. Minor Revisions Process.  The Minor Revisions Process requires even fewer steps and is used when updating an existing technical standard with revisions that do not significantly altering the planning criteria, performance expectations or design parameters. This process is used to complete regularly scheduled reviews to ensure continued accuracy and compliance with applicable program rules or laws. 



1 
 

Form and support 
the team  

 

2 
 

Develop the draft 
standard 

 

3 
 

Request and 
consider feedback 

 

Full   
EZ  
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Here are the steps in the Full Process used for a major revision and how you can get involved, participate, and share your experiences that will make the standards better.Start giving input by completing survey, commenting on Work Plan, contacting agency colleagues or Land Conservation Dept staff or me.1. Form and support the teamSet goals for team and timelineInvite participationSelect team leader and membersSelect a diverse team – interagency work team, statewide experts  - state and fed agencies, counties, municipalities, DOT, consultants, engineers, Select meeting dates, coordinate logisticsDefine team process, build team member relationsFacilitate meetings, provide support, monitor progressFull team meetings every 6 weeks, often a few leaders or researchers that do the heavy lifting on certain aspects of the standard content.  Some teams meet as often as every month, along with smaller group meetings in between with a process taking up to 2 or 3 years. 2. Develop draft standard based on an agreed upon format by all agencies. Sections are consistent.Review literature and dataDevelop draft languageConsider input from other expertsEZ process starts here, typically with a small group of staff within the agency or original team members. Typically without the input of the Council and an announcement that it is happening.3. Request & consider outside feedbackGet input from outside experts, those not already on the active team, to check in on what is being proposedConsider comments, revise draft as needed



4 
 

Conduct broad 
review and 

consider comments 

5 
 

Finalize and publish 
revised standard 

 

6 
 

Evaluate team 
process 

 

Full   

Minor  
EZ  
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4. Conduct broad review & consider commentsDistribute final draft for broad review.  21 days – DNR’s new proposed guidance process and well as SOC’s process.  The two line up really well and we sink the two, combine the comments and consider them all.   During this phase of broad review, SOC has requested that the Custodian not just provide the new draft standard, but provide a summary of the revisions and also provide a marked up copy of the old standard so that you can more easily and efficiently determine what was changed.  That way you can better spend your time providing feedback, versus going through the standards line by line to determine what was changed. Compile and consider commentsIncorporate revisions as needed.Develop outreach and potential training plan for proper delivery of new information.Broad review – open to public, website, listserv, newsletters.  Improvement – to increase awareness.This is where we’re at with new permeable pavement standard.  Comments accepted until Nov 27th. 5. Finalize draft and submit to DNR authority for approval. Once published, SOC will announce to user group. Minor Process, we only have to announce that the standard was changed and provide a brief summary of what was changed. We’re not necessarily asking for comment so the marked up copy is not a requirement.  However you are always encouraged to let us know what something isn’t working or could be improved.6. Last part of process – evaluation.  Always! And ongoing.Survey team members throughout process.  Check – in with group.Publish summaries online.Implement changes as needed.



• Focus on science to ensure the quality of the 
standards and their effectiveness in protecting the 
environment and the general public; 
 

• Strive for uniformity in use of technical 
standards by securing broad participation and 
consensus in decision making; 
 

• Ensure openness and accountability in the 
process and the end products. 
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Regardless of process, each standard is maintained with consistent guiding principles.SOC Process is designed to be consistent with the following principles… - Quality – based on science, not politics.  Diverse input and technical expertise.  2 comprehensive reviews. Uniformity in use – consistency & cooperation among agencies, conservation programs.  Uniform standards provide some agency and program credibility and its fair to the public.- accountability – Options for getting involved and providing input. > Needs survey, public input, reviews, team evaluations, progress or status of teams online.  New website!Discuss and evaluate research to make informed decisions.Science is always changing.  Field experience, research, and technology will inform our decisions and each standard is never perfect and always evolving, but it’s using the best information available at that time. The process helps us be consistent with that approach.  At any time, these standards could be updated if there is good evidence and science to do so.



2015 Urban Standard Projects 

•1050, Land Application of Anionic          X 

  Polyacrylamide 

•1051, Sediment Control Water     X  

   Application of Polymer 

•1073, Vegetated Swale (new)      X     
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These are the three urban or stormwater/erosion control focused standard projects for 2015. All will go through a 21-day public comment period.  The first two standards will be revised with a small group of DNR staff and others. The last one is a new standard to be developed and we’re currently looking for team members to be participate on the team. The teams will start early this spring, meeting once a month for approximately a year. 



 

•Sign up for our listserv to receive 
notifications of standard updates 
 

•Review and comment on draft 
standards 
 

•Participate as a team member 
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To stay informed about what standards are being revised, and how you can give input on them, you can join our listserv. If you are interested in being on these teams to help guide the outcome, please let me know or sign up on the listserv to receive a notification of when we are soliciting team membership. Questions?



With all technical standard users engaged, 
we create more effective practice standards  
that protect water quality. 
 

www.socwisconsin.org 
 

Questions/Contact: 
• Gini Knight, SOC Program Manager 
• (608) 441-2677 or gini@wisconsinlandwater.org 
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Presentation Notes
We create uniform standards of high quality and practicality that have buy in from the general audience and accountability in the process.Providing ways for multiple sectors to provide their experience and input in key. 
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